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We investigate cubic systems which can be transformed to an equation of Abel
form. The conditions for the origin to be a centre and, in particular, an isochronous
centre are obtained. The maximum number of limit cycles which can bifurcate from
a fine focus is determined and some information is obtained about the global phase
portrait.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Hilbert’s sixteenth problem continues to attract widespread interest and
is the source of a variety of questions on nonlinear differential equations.
Information is sought on the number and possible configurations of limit
cycles for systems of the form
x* =P(x, y), y* =Q(x, y), (1.1)
where P and Q are polynomial functions. A closely related question, and
one which is of independent interest, is the derivation of necessary and
sufficient conditions for a critical point of (1.1) to be a centre. A centre is
a critical point in the neighbourhood of which all orbits are closed; in
contrast a limit cycle is an isolated closed orbit. When the origin is a centre
there is a first integral; thus the conditions for a centre can be interpreted
as conditions for integrability.
Some polynomial systems can be transformed to an equation of the form
z* =:1(t) z+:2(t) z2+ } } } +:N(t) zN, (1.2)
where the :i are polynomials in cos t and sin t. The fact that systems with
a homogeneous nonlinearity can be transformed to (1.2) with N=3 has
been exploited in a number of previous papers [1, 2, 7, 9, 10]. Since limit
cycles of (1.1) correspond to 2?-periodic solutions of (1.2) the latter gives an
additional mechanism for understanding the original polynomial system.
This relationship has been used to facilitate certain computations and to
provide some information about the global phase portrait. In this paper we
shall use (1.2) to obtain a result which cannot readily be proved directly.
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Most research on Hilbert’s sixteenth problem has been concerned with
specific classes of polynomial systems. Quadratic systems are reasonably
well understood, though it is still not known whether such systems can
have more than four limit cycles. Recently cubic systems have been a focus
of attention and various subclasses have been investigated (for example,
[13, 14, 15, 16]). In [11] we listed cubic systems which can be transformed
to the form (1.2) and investigated one of these classes in detail. Here we
consider another class with this property. We are particularly concerned
with the related questions of the number of limit cycles which can bifurcate
from a critical point and the conditions under which a critical point is a
centre.
Suppose that the origin is a critical point of focus type. We write (1.1)
in the form
x* =*x+ y+P2(x, y)+ } } } +Pn(x, y),
(1.3)
y* =&x+*y+Q2(x, y)+ } } } +Qn(x, y),
where Pj , Qj are homogeneous polynomials of degree j. The origin is a fine
focus if *=0; the order of the fine focus is the multiplicity of x=0 as a
fixed point of the return map. There is an analytic function V in a neigh-
bourhood of the origin such that V4 , the rate of change of V along orbits,
is of the form 7’2kr2k. The ’2k are polynomials in the coefficients which
arise in the Pj and Qj , and are the focal values. The fine focus is of order
k if ’2l=0 for lk but ’2k+2 {0. The origin is a centre if and only if
’2k=0 for all k. The set of focal values has a finite basis, so for a specific
class there is M such that the origin is a centre if ’2k=0 for all kM+1;
the value of M cannot be predicted in advance. The maximum order of the
fine focus is then M and at most M limit cycles can bifurcate from it,
though this maximum is not always attained.
The approach which we adopt is as described in [13]. We compute focal
values using the computer algebra procedure FINDETA (for details see
[12]) and derive necessary conditions for a centre from them. The
sufficiency of the conditions is proved separately by various methods. We
have often used the well known facts that the origin is a centre if the system
is Hamiltonian or if it is symmetric in a line through the origin. In many
cases we have been able to prove sufficiency by constructing integrating
factors that are products of powers of functions which are invariant under
the flow. A semi-automated approach to the determination of such inte-
grating factors is described in [18]. These techniques do not cover all cases
and in [6] we described how transformation of the given system to a
Lie nard equation can be exploited. However, the sufficiency of the centre
conditions for the systems considered in this paper cannot be established
using these methods alone. Here we use the corresponding Abel equation
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to resolve the centre focus problem. Having found the centre conditions we
determine the maximum number of limit cycles which can bifurcate from
the fine focus at the origin.
In polar coordinates (1.3) takes the form
r* =*r+ :
n
k=2
fk(%) rk,
(1.4)
%4 =&1+ :
n&1
k=1
gk(%) rk,
where fk and gk are homogeneous polynomials in cos %, sin % of degree
k+1 and k+2 respectively. There is a region D containing the origin in
which (1.4) can be written as a single equation
dr
d%
=R(r, %).
We seek a transformation
\(%)=u(r)(&1+B(%) u(r))&1, (1.5)
with u(0)=0 and B(%) of period 2?, so that the equation for \ corresponding
to (1.4) is of the form
d\
d%
=:1(%) \+:2(%) \2+ } } } +:N(%) \N, (1.6)
where the coefficients :k(%) are of period 2?. When N=3, (1.6) is said
to be an Abel equation; it is therefore natural to describe (1.6) as of
Abel form. The critical point x= y=0 of (1.3) corresponds to the constant
solution \=0 of (1.6) and closed orbits of (1.3) correspond to 2?-periodic
solutions of (1.6).
Theorem 1. Let \ be as defined in (1.5). Then \ satisfies an equation of
the form (1.6) if and only if (1.4) is of the form
r* =H(r, %) :
N
k=1
;k(%) uk
(1.7)
%4 =H(r, %)(&1+B(%) u)N&2 u$
for (r, %) # D, where ;k are of period 2?, H(r, %){0 for (r, %) # D and r{0.
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Proof. Suppose that (1.7) is satisfied. Using (1.5), we have
d\
d%
=& :
N
k=1
;k(&1+B\)N&k \k&B$\2.
Then \ satisfies (1.6) with
:1=(&1)N ;1 , :2=(&1)N&1 (;2+(N&1) ;1B)&B$
and
:k=(&1)N&k+1 :
k
j=1 \
N& j
k& j+ ;j Bk& j
for k=3, ..., N. Conversely, if (1.6) is satisfied then
dr
d%
=&
1
u$ _u2B$+ :
N
k=1
:k uk
(&1+Bu)k&2& .
Consequently (r, %) satisfies (1.7) where H is arbitrary (but non-zero for
r{0), ;1=(&1)N :1 ,
;2=(&1)N&1 (B$+(N&1) B:1+:2)
and
;k=(&1)N&k+1 \\N&2k&2 + Bk&2B$+ :
N
j=1 \
N& j
k& j + Bk& j:j+
for k=3, ..., N. K
In most cases u(r)=rm for an integer m. Then system (1.7) can be
written in the form
r* =H(r, %) r :
N&1
k=0
;k(%) rkm
%4 =mH(r, %)(&1+B(%) rm)N&2.
2. CUBIC SYSTEMS
The cubic systems which can be transformed to an equation of Abel
form are noted in [11] and can also be obtained from Theorem 1. In polar
coordinates such systems take one of the following forms:
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(1) r* =0;
(2) %4 =&1;
(3) r* =*r+;3(%) r3, %4 =&1+B(%) r2;
(4) r* =(1+;1(%) r)(*r+;2(%) r2), %4 =(1+;1(%) r)(&1+B(%) r);
(5) r* =*r+;2(%) r2+;3(%) r3, %4 =&1+B(%) r;
(6) r* =*r+;2(%) r2+;3(%) r3, %4 =&(&1+B(%) r)2.
The transformation with u(r)=r2 is used to obtain (3) whilst for the
others u(r)=r. Systems of forms (1) and (2) are trivial. Those of type (3)
have no quadratic terms and have been investigated thoroughly. In this
case up to five limit cycles can bifurcate from the origin [4] and two fine
foci of order five can co-exist, leading to a total of ten bifurcating limit
cycles. A system of the form (4) has a line of critical points and elsewhere
reduces to a quadratic system.
Systems of the form (5) were considered in detail in [11]. In Cartesian
coordinates they are
x* =*x+ y+P2(x, y)+xf (x, y),
(2.1)
y* =&x+*y+Q2(x, y)+ yf (x, y),
where f is quadratic, and are said to be ‘‘quadratic-like’’ because the %4
equation contains no cubic terms. The following properties of (2.1) were
obtained in [11], where for simplicity a rotated form of the system was
used.
Theorem 2. Consider the system
x* =*x+ y+a1x2+(a2+2b1) xy+(a3&a1) y2+xf (x, y),
y* =&x+*y+b1x2+(b2&2a1) xy&b1 y2+ yf (x, y),
where
f (x, y)=a4x2+a5xy+(a6&a4) y2.
(1) The origin is a centre if and only if *=0 and one of the following
conditions holds.
(i) a4=&(b2 a2+4b2 b1&4a2 a1)16,
a5=&(3b22&8b2a1&3a
2
2&8a2 b1)16,
a6=a3 a2 4;
(ii) a2=&4b1 , a4=&a1 b1 , a6=&a3b1 ;
(iii) a3=a6=0;
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(iv) a4=&(b2 a2+4b2 b1&5a3 a2&20a3 b1&4a2 a1)16,
a5=(25a23&40a1a3+10b2a3+3a
2
2+3b
2
2+8b2a1+8b1a2)16,
a6=a3 a2 4,
b22+2b2 a3&8b2a1&3a
2
3&8a3a1+a
2
2+8a2b1+16b
2
1+16a
2
1=0.
(2) Up to five limit cycles can bifurcate from a fine focus at the origin.
(3) Suppose that the origin and another critical point R are fine foci.
If the origin is of order two or three then R is of order one.
(4) Suppose that the origin is a fine focus of order at least two. There
are at most two other fine foci, neither of which can be of order greater than
one.
(5) The origin is an isochronous centre (that is, all the closed orbits
forming it have the same period ) if and only if *=0 and one of the following
conditions holds:
(i) a3=a6=0, a2=&4b1 , b2=4a1 ;
(ii) a1=a3 , b2=3a3 , a2=&4b1 , a4=a6=&a3b1 ;
(iii) a1=4a3 3, b2=10a3 3, a2=&4b1 , a4=&4a3b1 3, a5=b21 ,
a6=&a3 b1 ;
(iv) a1=a3 , b2=6a3 , a2=&4b1 , a4=a6=&a3b1 , a5=b21 .
The remaining non-trivial cubic system which can be transformed to an
equation of Abel form is (6); we write it in the form
x* =*x+ y+(q2+ p3) x2+(q3&q1) xy+ p3 y2+ p4x3+ p5 x2y
+ p6xy2+ 14 p
2
3 y
3,
(2.2)
y* = &x+*y+q1x2+q2xy+q3 y2& 14 q
2
1x
3+( p4+ 12 p3q1 ) x
2y
+( p5& 14 q
2
1&
1
4 p
2
3) xy
2+( p6+ 12 p3 q1) y
3.
The corresponding polar form is
r* =*r+ g(%) r2+h(%) r3, %4 =&(1& 12k(%) r)
2,
where
g(%)=(q2+ p3) cos %+q3 sin %,
h(%)=p4 cos2 %+( p5& 14 q
2
1) cos % sin %+( p6+
1
2 p3q1) sin
2 %,
k(%)=q1 cos %& p3 sin %.
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The Abel equation to which (2.2) can be transformed is
d\
d%
=*\+:2(%) \2+:3(%) \3+:4(%) \4
where :2=&(g& 12 k$), :3=&(h+ gk) and :4=&k(
1
4kg+
1
2h).
As demonstrated in [14] it is often computationally more efficient
to express polynomial systems in complex form and this is true here.
Corresponding to (2.2), with *=0, we have
iw* =w&A20w2&A11ww &A30w3&A21w2w &A12ww 2 (2.3)
where w=x+iy. Let A20=a1+ia2 , A11=b1+ib2 , A30=d1+id2 , A21=
f1+if2 . Then f1=&|A20+A 11 | 28 and A12=&A30&(A 20+A11)8. If
A11 {0 rotation through an angle tan&1(b2 b1) leads to a system in which
A11 is real. We therefore suppose that b2=0 but b1 {0 and consider the
case b1=b2=0 separately.
The procedure FINDETA is used to compute the focal values from
which we derive necessary centre conditions. We use the Cartesian form of
the equations with the coefficients expressed in terms of the real and
imaginary parts of the Aij of (2.3). As mentioned in Section 1 the number
of elements in a basis for the focal values is not known in advance. In
practice we calculate the first five or six focal values and reduce each
modulo the previous ones by making a sequence of rational substitutions.
At each substitution the zeros of the denominator are excluded and the
corresponding cases considered separately. To obtain the centre conditions
we are concerned only with the zero sets of the reduced focal values, so we
remove strictly non-zero multiplicative factors; we denote by L(k) the focal
values reduced in this manner.
We find that L(1)=a2b1+ f2 . For a centre or a fine focus of order
greater than one we require f2=&a2b1 . Then L(2)=:d1+;, where
:=&2a2(a1+b1) and ;=a21d2&6a1a2b
2
1+2a1b1d2&a
2
2d2+2a2b
3
1&15b
2
1d2 .
Assume for now that :{0. For a centre or a fine focus of order greater
than two we need d1=&;:. In that case L(3)=#d2+$, where
#=8(a41&8a
3
1 b1+2a
2
1a
2
2+34a
2
1b
2
1&8a1a
2
2b1
&32a1b31+a
4
2+6a
2
2 b
2
1&75b
4
1),
$=a2(3a51&25a
4
1b1+6a
3
1a
2
2+110a
3
1 b
2
1&22a
2
1a
2
2b1
&130a21b
3
1+3a1a
4
2+2a1a
2
2b
2
1&193a1b
4
1
+3a42b1&34a
2
2b
3
1+75b
5
1).
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A higher order fine focus must have d2=&$#, with #{0, or
#=$=0. When #{0 we have L(4)=F 2G and L(5)=F 2H, where
F=a21&2a1b1+a
2
2&3b
2
1 . We deduce that the origin may be a centre if
f2=&a2 b1 , d1=&;:, d2=&$#, F=0. Now G, H are polynomials in
a1 , a2 , b1 of degrees 10, 12. By considering the resultant of G and H, with
respect to a2 , we find that G=H=0 only if our current hypotheses are
violated or a1 , a2 , b1 are complex. So the origin is a fine focus of order five
if f2=&a2 b1 , d1=&;:, d2=&$#, G=0 but FH{0. If #=$=0 then
again by considering resultants the origin cannot be a centre.
In the course of the above we have supposed that a2(a1+b1){0. If
a2=0 then L(1)= f2 and when f2=0
L(2)=d2(a1&3b1)(a1+5b1),
L(3)=d2(a1&3b1)(81a31+231a
2
1b1&885a1b
2
1+565b
3
1),
L(4)=d2 D, L(5)=d2E,
where now D, E are polynomials in a1 , b1 , d1 , d2 of degrees 6, 8. Hence
the origin may be a centre if a2=d2= f2=0. If d2 {0, but a1=3b1 , then
L(4)=16b41+10b
2
1 d1+d
2
1+d
2
2 , L(5)=118b
4
1+75b
2
1d1+8d
2
1+8d
2
2 .
Since b1d2 {0, we cannot have L(4)=L(5)=0. We also find that if
a1=&5b1 then L(3){0. We therefore conclude that when a2=0 there is
only the one possibility for a centre. The maximum order of the fine
focus is five, and this occurs when a2= f2=0, a1=3b1 , 10b21d1=
&(d 21+d
2
2+16b
4
1).
On the other hand, if a2 {0 and a1+b1=0, then L(1)=a2b1+ f2 .
We take f2=&a2 b1 and then L(2)=a22 d2&8a2b
3
1+16b
2
1d2 . Let d2=
8a2b31(a
2
2+16b
2
1). Then L(3)=3a
4
2+64a
2
2b1&16a
2
2d1&256b
2
1d1 . If L(3)=0
then L(4){0. So in this case the origin has order at most four and no
centre conditions arise.
The rotation of coordinates is not necessary if A11=0. We now con-
sider (2.3) with b1=b2=0. We have L(1)= f2 and, when f2=0,
L(2)=a21d2&2a1a2 d1&a
2
2d2 is a factor of L(3), L(4) and L(5). The origin
may be a centre if b1=b2= f2=0 and 2a1 a2d1=d2(a21&a
2
2). In this case
the maximum possible order of the fine focus is two.
Summarising the position thus far, we have the following.
Lemma 3. If the origin is a centre for (2.3) with b2=0, then one of the
following three conditions holds:
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(i) b1= f2=0, 2a1 a2 d1&d2(a21&a
2
2)=0;
(ii) a2=d2= f2=0 (b1 {0);
(iii) f2=&a2 b1 , d1= 12 (&a
2
1+a1b1+2b
2
1), d2=&
1
2a1a2 ,
a21&2a1 b1+a
2
2&3b
2
1=0 (a2b1 {0).
We have described the computation of the focal values directly from
the rotated form of system (2.3). It is also possible to obtain them from
the corresponding Abel equation using the algorithm described in [8].
3. SUFFICIENCY
We proceed to prove the sufficiency of the conditions given in Lemma 3.
In case (i) we have the following relations between the complex coefficients
Aij of (2.3):
A11=Im(A21)=Im(A220A 30)=Im(A12A30)=0.
By Theorem 2 of [14] the system is symmetric in a line and the origin is
a centre. Case (ii) is straightforward: the system is
x* =y&2a1xy&4d1 x2y,
y* = &x+(a1+b1) x2&(a1&b1) y2& 14 ((a1+b1)
2+16d1) xy2
which is symmetric in the x-axis. So the origin is a centre.
The proof of the sufficiency of (iii) is less direct. The system is certainly
not symmetric in a line. The expectation might be that the technique
described in [18] could be used, namely constructing an integrating factor
of the form I=6C *kk in which the Ck satisfy relations C4 k=Ck Lk where Lk
is a quadratic polynomial. Though there is an invariant line (namely
&(a1+b1) x+a2 y+1=0) and x2+ y2 is invariant, it was not possible to
construct an integrating factor of the form I with polynomials of degree less
than or equal to four.
The question is resolved by applying an obvious generalization of
Theorem 3.1 of [1] to the corresponding Abel equation.
Lemma 4. Suppose that there is a periodic function _(t) and functions :~ k
such that
:k(t)=:~ k(_(t)) _* (t)
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for k=1, ..., N. Then all solutions of
z* =:1(t) z+:2(t) z2+ } } } +:N(t) zN
in a neighbourhood of the origin are 2?-periodic.
When condition (iii) of Lemma 3 holds the corresponding Abel equation
is
d\
d%
=:2(%) \2+:3(%) \3+:4(%) \4,
where
:2(%)= 12 ((a1&3b1) sin %+a2 cos %),
:3(%)= 14 (a1+b1)(2(a1&b1) cos % sin %+a2(cos
2 %&sin2 %))
and
:4(%)=& 18 (a1+b1)(4a1(a1&3b1) sin
3 %+4a2(a1&2b1) sin2 % cos %
&3(a1&3b1)(a1+b1) sin %&a2(a1+b1) cos %).
We also have the relation a22=3b
2
1+2a1b1&a
2
1 . We can suppose that
a1&3b1 {0, for otherwise a2= f2=d2=0, and we are in case (ii) of
Lemma 3. Let _(%)= 12 (&(a1&3b1) cos %+a2sin %). Then :2(%)=_$(%),
:3(%)=&(a1+b1)(a1&3b1)&1 _(%) _$(%)
and
:4(%)=(a1+b1)(b1+(a1&3b1)&1 (_(%))2) _$(%).
By Lemma 4 all solutions in a neighbourhood of \=0 are 2?-periodic and
hence the origin is a centre for the corresponding polynomial system.
Theorem 5. The origin is a centre for (2.3) with b2=0 if and only if one
of the conditions of Lemma 3 holds.
Using the results of Lemma 3 we obtain the centre conditions for the
equations before rotation. In terms of the original coefficients in (2.2) we
have the following.
Theorem 6. The origin is a centre for (2.2) if and only if *=0 and one
of the following conditions holds:
(i) q1+q3=2p3+q2=2p4+2p6+ p3q1=0,
&4p23 p4&4p3 p5 q1+ p3q
3
1+4p4q
2
1=0.
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(ii) 2p4+2p6+ p3q1= p3 q1& p3q3+q1q2=0,
2p33(q1&q3)+16p3 p4( p3+q2)+ p
2
3q2(3q1&q3)
+4p5(q1+q3)(q2+2p3)&( p3 q1+4p4)(q21&q
2
2+q
2
3)
&2q1q3( p3q1+4p4)=0; (q1+q3)2+(2p3+q2)2{0.
(iii) 3p3q1&2p3 q3+2p4+2p6+2q1q2=0,
3p23+2p3 q2+q
2
1+2q1q3=0,
16p5(q1+q3)(q2+2p3)+16p6(q23&6p3 q2&q
2
2&7p
2
3)
&16p3q3(q22+q
2
3+ p3q2)&7p3q1(q
2
1+4q
2
2)&89p
3
3 q1+18p
3
3 q3
&102p23 q1 q2&4q
3
1q2=0,
32p6(q1+q3)(q2+2p3)&8p5(q23&6p3q2&q
2
2&7p
2
3)
&16p3q2(q22+q
2
3)&73p
4
3&148p
3
3 q2+18p
2
3(q
2
1&5q
2
2)
&42p23q
2
3+q
2
1(q
2
1&4q
2
2)=0;
((q1+q3)2+(2p3+q2)2)(2p4+2p6+q1 p3){0.
4. BIFURCATION OF LIMIT CYCLES
Having established the conditions under which the origin is a centre we
can determine the number of limit cycles which can bifurcate from it when
it is fine focus. From the discussion leading to Lemma 3 we have the
following result.
Lemma 7. The maximum order of the fine focus at the origin is five. It
is of order five if either
(i) *=0, f2=&a2 b1 , d1=&;:, d2=&$#, G=0, H{0,
:#b1F{0, where :, ;, #, F, G and H are as previously defined, or
(ii) a2= f2=0, a1=3b1 , d 22=&(16b
4
1+10b
2
1d1+d
2
1)>0, 2b
2
1+d1 {0.
It follows that no more than five limit cycles can bifurcate from the fine
focus at the origin. We proceed to show that five can indeed bifurcate in
case (i) by introducing a sequence of perturbations each of which reverses
the stability of the origin and reduces the order of the fine focus by one. In
case (ii) we find that it is not possible to generate five limit cycles in this
way: this is an unusual occurrence.
Since our wish is to show that five limit cycles can exist, we take a
particular case of a system satisfying (i). We take a1=0, b1=1. The sign
of the first non-vanishing focal value is now pertinent, since it determines
the stability of the critical point. Let L(k) be the focal values, reduced as
in Section 2, but now omitting only positive multiplicative factors. We have
L(1)=&(a2+ f2), L(2)=:d1+;, L(3)=&(#d2+$),
L(4)=a2#&1G, L(5)=&a2#H
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where :=&2a2 , ;=&a22 d2+2a2&15d2 , #=8(a
4
2+6a
2
2&75) and
$=a2(3a42&34a
2
2+75).
In addition, G=z&5G* and H=z&6H*, where z=a&22 ,
G*=&3684375z5+1296125z4&92310z3&16918z2+1533z+105
and
H*=&287154375z6&147251050z5+80539047z4&7662284z3
&1014985z2+112086z+7049.
Using the technique of Sturm sequences [17] we establish that there is a
root of G*=0 in the interval I=(5773584, 2891792); H*(z)<0 for z # I.
To generate the first limit cycle we require L(4) L(5)<0; that is,
GH>0. We decrease |a2 | so that G becomes negative; d1 , d2 and f2 are
adjusted so that L(1), L(2), L(3) remain zero. For the second limit cycle
we require L(3) L(4)<0; that is, a2#&1(#d2+$)<0. Now #>0 in I
and $ has the sign of &a2 , hence we increase d2 so that a2(#d2+$)<0,
adjusting d1 appropriately. Since : has the opposite sign to a2 , as does
#d2+$, and ;<0 in I, we increase d1 ; a third limit cycle bifurcates. For the
fourth limit cycle we increase f2 , if f2<0, and decrease f2 otherwise. The
final limit cycle is obtained by perturbing *.
Theorem 8. For system (2.2) up to five limit cycles can bifurcate from
the fine focus at the origin.
Case (ii) of Lemma 9 leads to an unusual phenomenon: only four limit
cycles can bifurcate on perturbation of the coefficients. We start with a fine
focus of order five. Now
L(1)=f2 ,
L(2)=d2(a1&3b1)(a1+5b1),
L(3)=d2(a1&3b1)(81a31+231a
2
1b1&885a1b
2
1+565b
3
1),
L(4)=&d2(16b41+10b
2
1d1+d
2
1+d
2
2),
L(5)=&d2(2b21+d1).
We bifurcate a limit cycle by perturbing d2 such that L(4) L(5)<0. The
second limit cycle is obtained by perturbing a1 so that L(3) L(4)<0.
However, we cannot ensure that L(2) remains zero as we perturb a1 . So
the third limit cycle comes from perturbing f2 such that L(1) L(2)<0.
The fourth and final limit cycle is obtained by perturbing *.
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Remark. For each class of cubic systems which can be transformed to
an equation of Abel form, the maximum number of limit cycles which can
bifurcate from a fine focus is five.
5. ISOCHRONICITY
Considerable interest has been shown recently in the conditions under
which a centre is isochronous. A number of approaches to the question are
described in [5] and in [11] a technique developed by Pleshkan [19] was
used. Here we use a different approach. It is described in [8, 20] and is of
particular interest because the conditions for isochronicity are found
directly, without first requiring the conditions under which the critical
point is a centre. Since the transformation to an Abel equation does not in
general preserve isochronicity we use the polar form of (2.2).
For %0 # [0, 2?), let t(%0 , r0) be the time at which the orbit with r=r0 ,
%=0 when t=0 first reaches the ray %=%0 . Now t(%0 , r0) is an analytic
function of r0 with coefficients which are functions of %0 . Deleting the
subscript zero, let
t= :

j=0
Tj (%) r j;
by definition Tj (0)=0 for all j. Differentiating with respect to t and
comparing coefficients of powers of r we find that, with *=0,
T0(%)=&%, T1(%)=&|
%
0
k,
and
Tj (%)=|
%
0
(kT $j&1& 14 k
2T $j&2+( j&1) gT j&1+( j&2) hTj&2 )
for j2. Now the origin is an isochronous centre if and only if it is a centre
and Tj (2?)=0 for all j1.
Theorem 9. If the origin is a centre for (2.2) then it is isochronous if and
only if %4 =&1.
Proof. After rotating the system as in Section 2, the polar form of (2.2)
has
g(%)=& p3 cos %+q3 sin %, k(%)=q1 cos %& p3 sin %,
and (5.1)
h(%)= p4 cos2 %+ p$5 cos % sin %+ p$6 sin2 %,
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where p$5= p5&q21 4 and p$6= p6+
1
2 p3q1 . We shall prove that if the origin
is isochronous then p3=q1=0.
Suppose that q1 {0. Clearly T1(2?)=0 and after some calculation we
find that T2(2?)=?( p23&3q
2
1&4q1q3)4. Thus T2(2?)=0 if and only if
q3=( p23&3q
2
1)4q1 . With this expression for q3 , we compute
T3(2?)=?p3(&p33& p3q
2
1+4p4 q1+4p$6q1)4q1 .
So T3(2?)=0 if and only if p$6=( p33+ p3 q
2
1&4p4q1)4q1 . Continuing we
find that T4(2?)=0 if and only if
p4=q1(&7p43&24p
2
3 p$5&10p
2
3q
2
1&8p$5 q
2
1&3q
4
1)32p
3
3
and, provided that p23 {q
2
1 , T5(2?)=0 if and only if
p$5=(&13p83&28p
6
3q
2
1&14p
4
3q
4
1+4p
2
3 q
6
1+3q
8
1)81,
where 1=( p23+q
2
1)
2 ( p23&q
2
1). We further compute
T6(2?)=&?( p23+q
2
1)
3 {1 1024( p23&q
2
1)
and
T7(2?)=5?( p23+q
2
1)
3 {2 2048q1( p23&q
2
1)
2,
where {1=52p43+43p
2
3q
2
1&5q
4
1 and {2=32p
6
3&67p
4
3q
2
1&82p
2
3q
4
1+9q
6
1 .
Now with q1 {0 the resultant of {1 and {2 with respect to p3 is non-zero,
so T6(2?)=0 implies that T7(2?){0. When p23=q
2
1 we have T5(2?)=
&9?q51 64, which is non-zero under current hypotheses. When q1=0
on the other hand, since T2(2?)=0 for isochronicity, we must also have
p3=0. We deduce that if the origin is isochronous then k(%)=0 and,
therefore, %4 =&1. The converse is obvious: if %4 =&1 then the origin is
isochronous. K
We have proved that for the rotated system the origin is isochronous if
and only if %4 =&1. This condition is invariant under rotation, so the
conclusion holds for the unrotated system (2.2).
Corollary 10. The origin is an isochronous centre for (2.2) if and only
if *= p3=q1=0 and either
(i) q3=q2= p4+ p6=0, or
(ii) p6+ p4=0, p4(q22&q
2
3)+ p5q2q3=0, q
2
2+q
2
3 {0.
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6. THE PHASE PORTRAIT
Finally we describe some features of the phase portrait of (2.2). Recall
that the polar form of the system is
r* = g(%) r2+h(%) r3, %4 =&(&1+ 12k(%) r)
2 (6.1)
where g and k are linear polynomials in cos %, sin % and h is quadratic; the
functions g, h and k are given in (5.1).
If k(%)#0 the origin is the only finite critical point. If k is not identically
zero the finite critical points other than the origin are determined by
the equations l(%)=0, r=2(k(%))&1, where l(%)=2h(%)+ g(%) k(%). When
l(%)#0 there is a line of critical points (with equation rk(%)=2). When l
is not identically zero there are at most two finite critical points other than
the origin; since %4 0 they are degenerate. They also have index zero, so
all limit cycles must encircle the origin; hence the possibility of limit cycles
bifurcating from other critical points does not arise. The critical points on
the line at infinity occur when k(%)=0. If q21+ p
2
3 {0 there are two
(diametrically opposed) critical points at infinity, while if q1= p3=0 all
points on the line at infinity are critical.
Let 2 be the resultant of h(%) and k(%); 2= p4 p23+ p$5 p3 q1+ p$6q
2
1 .
Clearly 2=0 if and only if k(%)#0 or k divides h. We find that 2=0
whenever the origin is a centre.
Lemma 11. Suppose that the origin is a centre. Then 2=0. If the centre
is not isochronous then k divides h.
Proof. For the centre conditions of the rotated system we put
q2=&2p3 in Theorem 6. The origin is then a centre if and only if *=0 and
one of the following holds:
(i) q1+q3=0, p4+ p$6=0, p4(q21& p
2
3)=q1 p3 p$5 ; (6.2)
(ii) p3= p4= p6=0, q1+q3 {0; (6.3)
(iii) p23=q
2
1+2q1q3 , 4p4=3p3q1 , 4p$5=q
2
1&5p
2
3 ,
(6.4)
4p$6=4p3 q3+ p3 q1 , (q1+q3) p3 {0.
It can be confirmed directly that 2=0 in each of these cases. Hence k#0
or k divides h. However, by Theorem 9, k#0 if and only if the centre is
isochronous. K
We can deduce from Lemma 11 that the possibilities regarding critical
points are as follows.
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Lemma 12. Suppose that the origin is a centre. If it is isochronous there
are no finite critical points other than the origin and all points on the line at
infinity are critical. If the origin is a non-isochronous centre then there are
three possibilities:
(i) there is a line of critical points;
(ii) r=0 is the only finite critical point;
(iii) there is one finite critical point other than r=0.
Proof. If the origin is isochronous then k(%)#0; hence the origin is the
only finite critical point and all points on the line at infinity are critical.
Suppose that the origin is a non-isochronous centre. The system is of the
form
r* = g(%) r2+k(%) s(%) r3, %4 =&(1& 12k(%) r)
2,
where g, k and s are linear combinations of cos % and sin %. All critical
points other than the origin are on the line ?: k(%) r=2 and have
_(%)= g(%)+2s(%)=0. If _(%)#0 then all points on ? are critical. If _ is
a constant multiple of k(%) there are no finite critical points other than
r=0. In the remaining case _=0 has one pair of roots, and therefore the
system has one critical point other than the origin. K
Invariant lines of (6.1) are also determined by the function k(%). Suppose
that L=1 is an invariant line, where L=r(: cos %+; sin %). By Lemma 2.2
of [18], L is a factor of the highest degree terms of %4 . Hence either k(%)#0
or any invariant line must be of the form rk(%)=constant. Invariant lines
are a significant feature of the phase portrait when the origin is a non-
isochronous centre.
We suppose that the origin is not isochronous and consider the three
cases of Lemma 11. When (6.2) holds it is easily confirmed that
h(%)=&k(%) k$(%) and g(%)=k$(%),
where
& p4 p&13 q
&1
1 if p3q1 {0,
&={& p$5q&21 if p3=0, q1 {0,p$5 p&23 if p3 {0, q1=0.
If (6.3) holds then for a non-isochronous centre q1 {0 and
h(%)=&k(%) k$(%), g(%)=+k$(%)
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where +=&q3q&11 . The two cases can then be subsumed within the single
system
r* =+k$r2+&kk$r3, %4 =&(1& 12kr)
2. (6.5)
For (6.5), r(%) is a function of k(%), the system is symmetric in the line
rk$(%)=0 confirming that the origin is a centre. Moreover
d
dt
(k(%) r)=&k$r \1&(1++) kr+\14&&+ k2r2+ .
We have already noted that any invariant line is of the form k(%) r=
constant. Consequently there are at most two invariant lines if &{14,
exactly one if &=14 and +{&1, and none if &=14, +=&1. If +=&2&
then the line rk(%)=2 consists entirely of critical points and if +{&2&
there is exactly one critical point other than the origin.
The phase-portrait of the parameter system (6.5) is presented diagram-
matically in Fig. 1. Within the rectangles vertical lines indicate an invariant
line, a dot denotes a critical point, four collinear dots denote a line of
critical points and a circle represents a centre. Note that the first case of a
centre, given in (6.2), corresponds to the line +=1. The bifurcation set
consists of the parabola 4&=&+(2++) and the lines &=14, +=&2&
which are tangent to it.
FIGURE 1
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Finally, suppose that (6.4) holds. Since p3 {0 in this case the origin is
not isochronous. Also q1 {0, for otherwise p3=0. Let w= 12 p3 q
&1
1 . We
have
k(%)=q1 cos %& p3 sin %,
g(%)=&wk(%)+ 12k$(%),
h(%)=k(%) (wk(%)& 14k$(%)).
We deduce that g(%)+2s(%)=wk(%) so, by Lemma 12, there are no finite
critical points other than the origin. The equation of Abel form corresponding
to (6.1) when (6.4) holds has
:2(%)=& g(%)+ 12k$(%)=wk(%),
:3(%)=&h(%)& g(%) k(%)=&14 k(%) k$(%),
:4=&k(%)( 14 k(%) g(%)+
1
2h(%))=&
1
4 wk(%)(q
2
1+ p
2
3&(k$(%))
2).
It follows that \(%) is a function of k$(%) and therefore r(%) satisfies an
equation
r(%)=&R(k$(%))(1& 12k(%) R(k$(%)))
&1. (6.7)
Suppose that k(%0)=0 and let %\=%0\%. Then
r(%+)=&R(k$(%+))(1& 12k(%+) R(k$(%+)))
&1
=&R(k$(%&))(1+ 12k(%&) R(k$(%&)))
&1.
But by (6.7)
R(k$(%&))=r(%&)(&1+ 12k(%&) r(%&))
&1.
Consequently
r(%+)=r(%&)(1&k(%&) r(%&))&1. (6.8)
It can be verified that d(k(%) r)dt=0 when k(%) r=1, so that the line
k(%) r=1 is invariant. The relation (6.8) implies that under the transforma-
tion %+ [ %& the flow maps a line rk(%)=c to the line rk(%)=c(c&1).
Thus the regions [(r, %); k(%) r<0] and [(r, %); 0<k(%) r<1] are inter-
changed, as are the regions [(r, %); 1<k(%) r<2] and [(r, %); k(%) r>2].
This is a demonstration of a generalised symmetry which leads to the
origin being a centre.
Finally we consider the behaviour of orbits in a neighbourhood of
infinity when the origin is not a centre. If k(%0)=0 and 2{0 then h(%0)
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and 2 have the same sign. Suppose that the flow does not spiral towards
or away from the line at infinity. The critical point at infinity with %=%0
attracts orbits in the finite plane if h(%0)>0 and repels them if h(%0)<0.
Since h(%0) and h(%0+?) have the sign of 2 both critical points at infinity
attract or both repel. We then have the following.
Theorem 13. If 2{0 then either all orbits are bounded as t   or all
orbits are bounded as t  &.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that transformation to Abel form provides a
useful technique for the investigation of some polynomial systems. For
each class of cubic systems which can be transformed in this way the maxi-
mum number of limit cycles which can bifurcate from a fine focus is five.
However, the classes differ in the way that the centre conditions are proved
to be sufficient. For cubic systems with homogeneous nonlinearity and for
the quadratic-like cubic systems considered in [11] the origin is a centre
if and only if the system is Hamiltonian or there is an integrating factor
which is the product of powers of polynomials of degree less than or equal
to four. In both of these classes some but not all the cases of a centre follow
from Lemma 4. On the other hand, for the systems considered in this
paper not all cases of a centre have an integrating factor of this kind, but
all can be proved by applying Lemma 4. Thus these systems satisfy the
‘‘composition conjecture’’ described in recent, as yet unpublished, work by
Briskin, Franc oise and Yomdin (see, for example, [3]). The systems
considered here also differ from the others in that no critical point other
than the origin can be a fine focus and all limit cycles must encircle the
origin.
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